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EDITOR'S FOREWORD
With any first issue, it is appropriate for the Editor-in-Chief to thank those
whose efforts have helped make the publication a reality. The brevity of my list
indicates the significance of the efforts enumerated.
Any enumeration must begin with Dean Lindsey Cowen. Without his efforts
and support, the Journal would have remained the dream of a few students. We
are thankful for the times he gave impetus to our oft-faltering cause, allowing
innumerable barriers to be surmounted. This is not surprising as Dean Cowen
has always provided inspiration for students in the School of Law.
A necessary requisite to any major student publication is money. Here we are
indebted to the trustees of the Charles Loridans Foundation, Inc. of Atlanta.
Their generosity makes it possible for the Journal to begin publication with the
largest circulation of any student international law review.
Appreciation is expressed to all who have advised and aided us in our task.
Those deserving special mention include Professor Pasco M. Bowman 11 and
Associate Dean John F.T. Murray. Though now Dean at Wake Forest's law
school, Professor Bowman was formerly the Journal's faculty advisor. In
addition, Professor Bowman was of great help in the solicitation of articles.
Dean Murray has managed to fill most of our physical needs despite myriad
problems. Without the offices, secretarial help and other items he has made
available, publication would have been impossible.
We are also grateful for the cooperation of the secretarial pool and especially
that of Mrs. Dian Stewart. They have deciphered, typed and retyped our
labyrinthine texts.
No acknowledgement of efforts would be complete without mentioning the
students who have labored to make this publication possible. From the
beginning students have been the driving force behind the Journal. It is
unfortunate that despite much work, last year's Editorial Board was unable to
finish this first issue. Nevertheless, I thank Leamon R. Holliday and William
H. Glickman for their efforts in originating the Journal. An expression of
gratitude is also owed all of the Journal's 1969-1970 staff for their work on
parts of this issue.
A special thanks is due this year's editors, who have made many sacrifices to
make both this publication and this issue a reality.
It is my hope that this first issue is worthy of all the support received in its
production. We have tried to set our standards high and live up to the ideals of
excellence envisioned in Judge Dillard's foreword. The die is now cast for this
issue. Whether or not we have acquired both the high standards of excellence
and that "intuitive feeling for what is genuine and imaginative" will now be
determined by our readers.
G.F.E.
